
8/9/13 - Pellmen Open Over-40 Campaign with

Decisive Win Over West End

A short bench, no true keeper, and a little summer rust was no match for

the intensity of a season-opening tilt against arch-rivals West End. Add the

inspiration of coach Allan's appearance, doubtful until shortly before

gametime, buoyed by fond thoughts of 4 days-old (and presumptive 2031

Pellmans Co-ed Squad Captain) Sydney Hudson Wright, and this was a

contest that may have been won before the opening whistle.

The Pells wasted no time in asserting dominance. Five minutes in, Ray with

a driving header off a corner from Adam. (It was actually more "shoulder"

than "header" but the effect was the same.) 1-nil. The West Enders

answered minutes later with their own sweet header from deep threat Kevin,

prompting a counter-counter-reply by new-brother Leng who rose to meet a

blooping cross from Ray with a teardrop header of his own that just eluded

the keeper's desperate reach and snuggled in under the far bar. 2-1 less

than ten minutes in on the strength of two headers and a shoulder.

The game was in balance at two points, this being the first. Would the

brownshirts reply or would the Pells extend? Kham had the answer for that,

driving home a no-doubter from 5 yards out from a scramble off Ray at the

near post.

Up and down the pitch, gritty play - Eric, Darren, Matt, and Markus bodying

up on Kevin and claiming long balls before they touched ground. Allan

orchestrating with horn-blasts and crashing cymbals. Pablo and Paul winning

balls in midfield and turning D to O. Jared ranging, creating. And up front,

the Xiong brothers wreaking havoc.

First half stoppage time, Kham is tugged down in the box putting Adam on

the spot to redeem his uncharacteristic miss in the Summer's finale. Count

this one for two, it was that unstoppable.

First goal of the second half would be critical. Matt, sliding up to midfield,

sends a sweet entry pass forward that Jared gets on the end of, past the D,

and alone with the keeper. Cucumber-calm and clinical, the finish makes it

4-1.

Mid-point through the half the Pells seem to tire. The Westies claw one back

when a striker finds his way behind the D in the box, then another. Here's

the second turning point - 5-3 with all the mo on their side. Will the Pells

stand tall?

They do. A few more cashed chances by the Pells could easily have extended

the lead, while everything in front of the home goal was quickly neutralized.

Big ups to those who stood in for Brad over the game - Eric, Darren, Adam,

and Matt. Big ups to Brad for the cool new unis. And big ups to Sydney

Hudson Wright. Looking forward to kicking the ball around with you in a few

years, Kid.

King's Cup Team, 2013

The King's Cup Over-40 Team went 2-1-1 in 2013,

bettering their 2012 result by a considerable

margin.
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